World
Football
From consumption to sponsorship:
How fans are changing the commercial landscape
of the beautiful game

light version

Consuming
World
Football
The way we consume sport is changing
profoundly. Today, technology is bringing
the fans ever closer to the action,
allowing them to immerse themselves
in live, streamed content on demand.
They can choose not only what sports

content they want to see but the best
screen on which to watch it anytime,
anywhere. New markets and new fans
are able to engage with sports as never
before from any corner of the world.
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TV Viewership and global consumption

multi-platform study by ESPN Research+Analytics in the
United States. ESPN calculated that out-of-home TV
viewing and usage of non-TV platforms (radio, internet,
mobile) added 46% to the World Cup TV average audience.
This rose to 56% during weekdays.

The 2010 FIFA World CupTM in South Africa had an in-home television
audience reach of 3.2 billion* people around the world. That’s 46.4% of the
world’s population, up 8% from the 2006 FIFA World CupTM in Germany. But
television only tells part of the story of how content is consumed. Of growing
importance is the proliferation of devices and connectivity offering access
to content across linear television, digital platforms and social networks, as
well as traditional live viewing sites. For the 2014 FIFA World CupTM local time
zones will be critical in determining how consumption takes place.

A large group of fans (7.2m per day) consumed the
FIFA World CupTM on TV plus some other platform. These
users represented 26% of ESPN’s daily World Cup reach
and nearly half of all daily FIFA World CupTM consumption.
Out of the home, 44% of usage was at work, 16% in cars,
15% in bars and restaurants, and 24% in other locations.

Almost all the games in Brazil will kick off in the afternoon or early evening
local time. That means they will be shown in prime television viewing time in
Europe, but in Japan the action will air early in the morning. The Brazilian kick-off
times will be only an hour later than EST in the United States.

That was four years ago, a generation in technology
terms. Mobile connectivity and gains made in streaming
access in many parts of the world will change how the
2014 FIFA World CupTM will be consumed. No matter how
it happens, consumption will continue globally for the
foreseeable future.

The golden rule of content consumption is best available screen. The key
to determining how people will consume the action is considering where they
will be when they want to watch – at home, at the office, out with friends.
For the 2010 FIFA World CupTM, Repucom contributed to a groundbreaking

*Source: FIFA

Percentage of people who say football is one of their favourite sports to watch on TV

88%
85%
Much like the levels of interest in football,
African and South American nations continue
to dominate the top 10 countries where football
is one of their favourite sports to watch on TV.
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates also rank
within the top 10 which features only one
European nation, Spain.
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A Digital Perspective
Traditional broadcasters will show 50% more coverage of the 2014 FIFA
World CupTM than in 2010. This additional content will be coming into a market
where live streaming and mobile viewing are growing rapidly.
In 2013, 1.5% of total viewing was via mobile platforms, 32% of fans use
mobile internet to follow sport and live streaming of sports is regularly used by
up to 18% of fans.
YouTube is now the second largest search engine and video content is 53
times more likely to show up on the first page of search results. Videos can
also drive engagement up to 300%. In the 2014 FIFA World CupTM host nation

of Brazil there may well be a perfect storm of engagement
given the country’s huge global social media population
and their high propensity to share. Brazil is Facebook’s
second largest market and also provides YouTube with its
second most unique visits.
Mobile video will probably be the most competitive
marketing battleground during the 2014 World CupTM as
a result. One in four people now use social media to follow
sport, up 14% in 2013. The Facebook following of
English Premier League teams alone grew 68% this season
with Manchester United FC up by 40%, even with a huge
existing fan base.

Characteristics which make Brazil 2014 a ‘perfect storm’ for fan engagement
Brazil’s love for social media and branded content combined with large numbres of active football fans online and the role of video content today as a means
of boosting sharability makes the 2014 FIFA World CupTM a ‘perfect storm’ for fan engagement.

4.41%

1.31%
Average share rate
for branded videos

Average share rate
for branded videos in BRAZIL

45
million

AMOUNT Videos can
drive up engagement
over other content
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“Soccer” or “FIFA World CupTM”
[ a Facebook segment that
contains almost 45 million
people ]

Brazil is Facebook’s
second-largest market
and also provides YouTube
with its second-most
unique visits

1.28 Billion Users
500 Million
Users are
football fans

Facebook users
worldwide
[ 19% use it to keep
informed about football ]
Source: Unruly Media, Facebook & Twitter information
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AMOUNT Videos ARE more
likely to show up on the
1st page of search results

THE WORLDS 2nd
largest search
engine
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THE RISE OF Multi-SCREEN
Multi-screen is the new reality of television consumption and it will continue
to grow in influence along with the quality of content available. Multi-screen
surged during Euro 2012 when 54% of sports fans also used another device
while watching televised matches.
Taking the English Premier League as one example, multi-screen use by
football fans in the UK has surged by 28% this season. If they access another
screen while watching a game, 40% of people use a mobile telephone, while
25% use a tablet. Social media is a common activity with 18% of fans using
it on the second screen.

As mobile and tablet usage grows generally,
multi-screen activity will follow. Mobile usage has increased
by 8% during 2013/2014 season in the UK with tablet
usage growing by 20% over the same period.
Multi-screening poses a real opportunity for marketers
both in the home and at the game. It opens up a new vehicle
for sponsorship activation, which traditional mediums
cannot support as freely or as instantly. Half-time offers
and in-play betting are perfectly suited to utilising these
new ways of consuming sport.

Multi-screen and the English Premier League

football fans THAT
use social media
[ if they Multi-screen ]

25%
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18%
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40%
use a tablet to
watch a game

use a mobile when
watching a game
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tablet usage growth
[ 2013/2014 season ]

27%
football fans THAT follow
football on mobile

8%

mobile usage growth
[ 2013/2014 season ]

39% of football fans
attending the game
follow on mobile
32% of fans use mobile
internet to keep informed
about sport

Source: Repucom EPL Report
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the
marketing &
sponsorship
of world
football
Commercially, world football is dominated
by big brands using the sport’s reach
and popularity as a springboard for
exposure. As such, big tournaments
like the FIFA World CupTM provide
some of the most important platforms
for sponsorship and brand activation
on the planet.

As new digital technologies are adopted
by fans around the world, the commercial
possibilities of football are changing. The
rise of online media is generating new
and exciting commercial approaches with
huge upside potential. At the same time,
the proliferation of online options is making
ambush marketing one of the biggest
challenges facing the rights holders.
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Battle of the brands:
Nike vs Adidas
As the 2014 FIFA World CupTM kicks off, Nike and
adidas are at the centre of a battle to maximise the
advertising and sponsorship potential of football’s
greatest occasion. Player endorsements and team kit
manufacturers have traditionally been where the rivals
face off every four years, and that competition continues
unabated.
This year, adidas can boast stars like Argentina’s
Lionel Messi, Germany’s Mesut Özil and Robin van Persie
of The Netherlands, while Nike’s list includes Portugal’s
Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar Jr. of Brazil and England’s
Wayne Rooney.
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In overall fan and followers, currently Nike has the edge with over 36 million
Facebook page ‘likes’ and 1.8 million Twitter followers - twice as many
engaged fans across those platforms as adidas. Facebook is where both
brands find most traction. In early June of this year, Nike had approximately
18 million more Facebook page ‘likes’ than adidas. Back in February, the gap
was under five million.
In the developed markets of the US and the UK, the two brands’ Facebook
fan bases have grown by no more than 10 per cent during 2014. But among
the top 10 ‘most engaged’ countries for their Facebook sites are the likes of
India, Mexico, Argentina and Colombia. And it is in these emerging markets

The growth in number of Nike Football and adidas Football Facebook Page
‘Likes‘ (1 Jan - 1 June 2014)
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Top three sportswear brands to supply kits during
the last three FIFA World CupsTM (number of teams supplied)

In 2010, adidas kitted out 25% more of the teams than Nike, but Nike will
predominate in Brazil, outfitting 10 of the 32 teams, one more than adidas.
Since 2010, social media has begun to re-define the competition with users of
Twitter, Facebook and other platforms soaring from four years ago.
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Source: Repucom Digital Services

Top 10 Nike Football Facebook Page ‘Likes’ by country showing growth in percentage of fans (1 Jan - 1 June 2014) (% of fan base growth)
Nike’s huge growth in markets such as Mexico, India, Indonesia
and Turkey illustrate both how the company has targeted
engaged football markets and emerging economic regions
within their social media strategy ahead of the 2014 FIFA World
CupTM in Brazil

59.66%
8.84%
25.90%
56.22%
69.53%

Mexico
US
Brazil
India
Indonesia

72.59%
51.29%
53.25%
7.07%
47.67%

Turkey
Argentina
France
UK
Colombia

Source: Repucom Digital Services
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that Nike has enjoyed the greatest success in growing its online fan base. But
adidas’ campaign is yet to really begin and as FIFA World CupTM sponsors,
their activation will be stronger during the event itself. As such, this gap between
the two brands in terms of online follower figures will undoubtedly become
smaller. Nike may well have taken the first steps on this battleground but with
their official FIFA partnership status, adidas’ commercial strategy will certainly
be a strong force throughout the FIFA World CupTM months.

Ambush Marketing
Most football properties already undertake extensive policing of their
brand and environment through compliance monitoring or commercial
auditing across media platforms and around the venue. The key remains
how the policing is enforced if any breaches are found. The best principle to
follow is that prevention is better than cure.

partnership. More generally, the best defence is a
properly executed and sufficiently leveraged official
campaign. Given its primacy of position and credibility of
authorisation, official activity should always overshadow
more loosely connected and less universal ambush
activation. When buying an official partnership, a brand
is tapping into legacy, tradition and history, three crucial
aspects of how football fans view the game. An ambush
campaign can, at best, simulate a current association,
but we have yet to see a credible campaign that links a
non-sponsor with the past.
One of the most important keys to a successful
marketing campaign is an integrated activation. Multiple
platforms and vehicles should transmit a common theme.
Official partnerships enjoy a much richer palette of
opportunities than outside brands. This is a potentially
powerful head start.

Ambush campaigns tend to be national in nature and so their reach is
usually quite limited compared to the potential global reach of an official

Ambush via social media
in two weeks, nike’s new Risk everything’ Campaign had

52 mILLION
Views

98,000
tweets

504,000 facebook
interactions

Nike’s Risk Everything campaign certainly got people sharing
and engaging, their social media fan base growth illustrates
this well. In terms of companies who are not official FIFA World
CupTM partners or sponsors, Nike’s activation has proved fruitful.
In contrast however, Samsung has not fared so well.
It is the official FIFA World CupTM partner adidas who has
performed the best, showing themselves to be a company which
is doing well to protect against ambush marketing. Their share
of voice online could well increase further during and following
the 2014 FIFA World CupTM as their exposure increases.

Share of voice globally (Twitter, May 2014)

Adidas

0.55%
Nike

0.47%

Coca-Cola

0.14%
Visa

0.08%

Sony

0.18%
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0.04%

Source: Repucom Digital Services I Twitter (any reference to brand and FIFA World CupTM % versus all conversation including FIFA)
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selected official fifa partners
Sony 0.18%
Visa 0.08%
Coca-cola 0.14%
Adidas 0.55%
selected non-official fifa partners
Nike 0.47%
Samsung 0.04%
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Return on Investment in football

Marketing rights revenue of FIFA 2003-2014 (in millions)

The FIFA World CupTM continues to be increasingly
valuable to football’s world governing body. Marketing
rights income of FIFA has skyrocketed over the last
three World Cup cycles. The owner of the World Cup’s
global marketing rights earned an estimated $1.5bn
from those rights during the current Brazil 2014 cycle
starting in 2011.

$585*

FIFA World CupTM in Germany (2003-2006)

*figures are converted from CHF into USD: according to rate of 31.12.2006

$1,072

$4.12
Billion
THE global advertising equivalency for
sponsors on tV GENERATED at The 2010
FIFA World CupTM

$907
million
THE global advertising equivalency for
sponsors on tV GENERATED at The 2010
FIFA World CupTM FINAL ALONE

»

FIFA World CupTM in South Africa (2007-2010)

$1,500

*

FIFA World CupTM in Brazil (2011-2014)

Source: FIFA Finance report

*Estimation based on FIFA Finance reports 2011-2013

That represents an increase of 45% on the South Africa event cycle from
2007-2010, and is an amazing 166% greater than the marketing revenue for
the 2003-2006 cycle for the tournament in Germany. When revenue grows
like this for any rights owner, so does the need for accountability, with 84%
of brands saying they are attaching more importance to return on their
sponsorship investment (ROI).

Source: Repucom FIFA World CupTM 2010 TV Media Evaluation and Exposure report

Our FIFA sponsorship is an opportunity to connect with our customers on a global level, while offering
a potent marketing tool. As an Official Worldwide Partner, Emirates is involved in all major FIFA
tournaments including the FIFA Women’s World CupTM, FIFA Youth World Cups and FIFA Club World
CupTM so the marketing platform and the channels to engage with our customers extend far beyond
the tournaments every four years.
We know that the beautiful game has the power to unite like no other sport – and connecting people
and their passions is a very big part of what we do. In terms of measuring a return on investment, we
conduct regular media evaluation on our sponsorship assets. This looks at a number of factors, but
mostly focuses on the value of television exposure. We would normally expect somewhere in the region of
a 6-1 return on our sponsorships – that is $6 worth of TV exposure for every $1 invested. Print coverage
adds many more millions of dollars in coverage, but it’s harder to track globally. We also carry out studies
in different markets to determine how effective the investment has been from an awareness and
engagement point of view and whether we need to do more to produce the right results.

Roger Duthie
Global Head
of Sponsorship
Emirates

However, it’s important to remember that this is about much more than the financials – it’s about the
partnerships that we create around the world and about bringing people together to discover, enjoy,
and share enriching experiences.
We are partners with everything we do. We look for long term partners so that we can establish a
connection between the event and fans for that particular event. Following the success in Germany,
Emirates cemented its status as an Official FIFA Worldwide Partner in 2007, covering the 2010 and
2014 World CupsTM in South Africa and Brazil.
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*All monetary values are in US Dollars.
Conversion rates (June 2014): 1€ = $1.3668
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Repucom is a leading global marketing research company providing data, insights and
intelligence to clients in every area of sports marketing, sports media and sponsorship.
We understand the DNA of sports fans - what they hear and see, how they react and
how their behaviour changes over time. This knowledge is at the heart of making great marketing
and sponsorship decisions in a crowded and increasingly costly market. Repucom has
1,400 employees in over 20 officies around the world.

repucom.net

We Watch.
We Listen.
We Ask.

